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Abstract. Inflectional endings are assigned in languages by general principles, but there are instances where these principles conflict. We address the question of how such conflict is resolved. A particularly complex example is the Russian genitive plural, where we find that with soft-stem nouns there is a conflict between exponent assignment according to declension class and a default exponent assignment for soft-stem nouns. What is especially interesting is that the conflict can be resolved by reference to subsystems over and above the paradigm, such as stress. We present an explicit account of the conflict and its resolution by using DTR, the lexical knowledge representation language DTR. This allows us to demonstrate how the correct forms are indeed predicted by our theory.

1. Introduction

In every language generalizations can be made about the assignment of values for inflectional endings, but there are instances where the principles at work assigning the correct value come into conflict. It seems that in some cases the paradigm resolves such conflicts. Using the lexical knowledge representation language DTR, we show how the morphological system of Russian copes with such clashes, illustrating this using the problematic case of the genitive plural (gen.pl). In nouns which have a soft stem, there may be a conflict in the gen.pl between assignment of the ending by declension class and a default assignment for nouns which have a soft stem. This conflict is reflected in the apparently confusing data. We account for exceptions to Jakobson's (1958: 120) generalization about the form of the gen.pl by showing the mechanisms by which Russian deals with such conflicts.

We first discuss the data (section 2) together with the problematic examples, and go on to introduce the idea of inheritance and default inheritance networks and the DTR notation (section 3). Section 4 accounts for the problematic examples from soft-stem nouns in declensions II and IV and forms in declensions I and IV which have a velar suffix in the plural. The account is based on default inheritance and the mediation of conflict. We then show how our analysis is represented in DTR (section 5 and Appendix).

2. The Data

In the plural Russian has almost no distinction between declension classes. The dative, instrumental, and locative cases are the same across all classes. In fact, it is only the nominative and accusative and, to a limited degree, the genitive that maintain any kind of paradigm distinction in the plural. Although Stepanov (1958: 29) claims the gen.pl can differentiate declension class, it does so only partially, and yet it has not gone as far as the other oblique cases in eliminating such distinction.

Jakobson (1958: 120) observes: "If there is a zero ending in one of the paradigms of either the singular or plural, then no zero ending occurs in the other paradigm of the same word..." This is shown in Table 1. Note that the forms are given in morphophonemic transcription.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nom SG</th>
<th>zakon-Ø</th>
<th>konmat-а</th>
<th>kost-Ø</th>
<th>v'ine-е</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gen Pl</td>
<td>zakon-ev</td>
<td>konmat-Ø</td>
<td>kost-еj</td>
<td>v'ine-Ø</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The zero ending elsewhere is referred to as "negative," and the non-zero as "positive." Using these terms, the schema is as in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We shall use the terms "negative" and "zero" interchangeably. Our use of the sign 40 is for expository purposes only. Zero endings, or null denotations, have no status in our analysis, as we assume that the stem is the exponent of the genitive plural in classes II and IV.
There are a number of nouns which fall outside Jakobson's observation (i.e., the gen pl ending is assigned for other than paradigmatic reasons). As we later demonstrate, the counter-examples can be accounted for if we understand that a conflict of inflectional ending assignment may arise when nouns must "choose" between the paradigm and a more general group, namely, the group of nouns whose stem ends in a soft consonant (soft-stem nouns). The declensions are given in Table 3.

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom</td>
<td>zakon-Ø</td>
<td>komnat-a</td>
<td>kost'-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc</td>
<td>zakon-Ø</td>
<td>komnat-a</td>
<td>kost'-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen</td>
<td>zakon-u</td>
<td>komnat-a</td>
<td>kost'-u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat</td>
<td>zakon-Ø</td>
<td>komnat-e</td>
<td>kost'-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc</td>
<td>zakon-e</td>
<td>komnat-e</td>
<td>kost'-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inst</td>
<td>zakon-om</td>
<td>komnat-oj</td>
<td>kost'-oj</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plural</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom</td>
<td>zakon-i</td>
<td>komnat-i</td>
<td>kost'-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc</td>
<td>zakon-i</td>
<td>komnat-i</td>
<td>kost'-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen</td>
<td>zakon-ov</td>
<td>komnat-Ø</td>
<td>kost'-ej</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat</td>
<td>zakon-am</td>
<td>komnat-am</td>
<td>kost'-am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc</td>
<td>zakon-ex</td>
<td>komnat-ex</td>
<td>kost'-ex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inst</td>
<td>zakon-am'i</td>
<td>komnat-am'i</td>
<td>kost'-am'i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As in Corbett and Fraser (1993), we have four noun paradigms. However, the number of paradigms in Russian is a matter of controversy. Most descriptions treat vino-a and zakon as part of the same paradigm (Vinogradov, Strukov, and Burevshorov 1952; Lapteva 1957; Starkiewicz 1968). Corbett's (1982) main argument for adopting four declension classes is that gender can then be derived from a combination of semantic and morphological information required within the lexical characterization of nouns for other reasons. It can be seen from Table 3 that Russian has a fusional system of inflection, whereas the declensions indicate case and number. In the plural the dative, instrumental, and locative do not distinguish declension class. With the genitive, however, there are three different exponents which distinguish the four different classes: class I takes -ø, classes II and IV take the bare stem; and class III takes -ej. In terms of negative and positive endings we see classes I and III opposed to II and IV, where the former have a negative nominative singular (nom sg) and positive gen pl.

The situation is not quite so straightforward when we consider other examples of the gen pl. In class II we find nouns like dol'-ej 'portions' (gen pl), and in class IV nouns like mor'-ej 'seas' (gen pl) and dol'-er 'mechanical joints' (gen pl). Clearly these nouns (Table 4) do not fit into Jakobson's (1986: 120) generalization (cf. Tables I and 2).

**Table 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nom Sg</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dol'-a</td>
<td>mor'-o, kolon'-o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>(+)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We will show how these counter-examples can be accounted for in terms of their membership of two particular groups which have differing values for the gen pl exponent: the group of soft-stem nouns and the group of declension class II and class IV nouns. A conflict of gen pl assignment arises; we will show how a default inheritance approach can deal with the resolution of such conflicts.

3. Default Inheritance and DAT

We can represent the data in terms of default inheritance relationships. For this we use the lexical knowledge representation formalism DAKI.

3.1. Default Inheritance

Russian noun classes can be described in terms of hierarchies where values are inherited by default unless otherwise stated (Corbett and Fraser, 1993). Default inheritance has been widely used in knowledge representation in artificial intelligence (Fahlman 1979; Brachman 1985) and in Word Grammar (Hudson 1990; Fraser and Hudson 1992). For a comprehensive overview of inheritance networks and their use in linguistics, see Daelemans et al. (1992).
In order to introduce what is meant by default inheritance, it has been common practice to illustrate with non-linguistic examples. We consider a small inheritance network for aircraft in Figure 1 above.

In our example in Figure 1, the node AIRBUS inherits the generalizations about aircraft—that they fly, have wings, and need runways—from the top node AIRCRAFT via the node AIRPLANE.

Default inheritance allows for exceptions by letting facts override those stated further up. In our example, HELICOPTER inherits from the node AIRCRAFT the fact that helicopters fly, but overrides the facts that aircraft need runways and have wings with the information already available locally. HARRIER inherits the fact that aircraft have wings, but overrides the general fact that they, and, more specifically, planes need runways.

Corbett and Fraser (1993) use the lexical knowledge representation language DATR, developed by Evans and Gazdar (1989a; 1989b), to describe Russian noun declensions. Lexical items inherit general facts about Russian nouns which are stated in the hierarchy. Where lexical items are exceptional in any way, these general facts are overridden. Their declension class hierarchy is represented in Figure 2 opposite.

Here, general statements about nouns are inherited by default for nouns at the node NOUN: for example, the final segments of the dative, instrumental, and locative plural (m, m, m). And so in turn the nodes N_I, N_II, N_III and N_IV, representing the four noun classes, inherit these same properties by default. This means there is no need to specify at each declension class those properties which are the same for every declension class. Furthermore, these same properties will be inherited from NOMINAL by ADJECTIVE. Nouns and adjectives are distinguished by the theme vowel that precedes the dative, instrumental and locative plural endings—the vowel ə is used for nouns and i for adjectives—and these are specified at the nodes NOMIN and ADJECTIVE.

The use of default inheritance not only captures the similarities between declensions (paradigms), it also maintains the differences. The controversy surrounding the number of noun paradigms in Russian has been mentioned above. By using default inheritance, Corbett and Fraser (1993) are able to separate zákon and vínò into two classes, thus having four classes overall, and at the same time capture the fact that vínò and zákon share many properties. This is achieved by introducing a shared node from which the two classes inherit. This node, N_0, stores the oblique cases in the singular, which is the same for both classes. And so in Corbett and Fraser (1993: 129): “Looking down from the top, Russian has three noun declensional classes... looking up from the bottom it has four...”

In addition to straightforward default inheritance, the DATR language also allows for multiple inheritance. In such cases the relationship between nodes cannot be understood in terms of a directed
tree, since a node can inherit properties from more than one parent. In
the network of Corbett and Fraser, and in ours, certain properties are
inherited from nodes other than in the way represented in Figure 2.
More specifically, declension class IV inherits the value for gen pl from
declension class II, and declension class III inherits its nom sg from
class I and its genitive singular (gen sg) from class II (the syncretism
between the genitive, dative, and locative singular in class III is dealt
with by referrals to the value for the gen sg at this node). Issues arising
from the simultaneous use of multiple inheritance and defaults are
discussed in Declerck et al. (1992: 207-208).

3.2. DATR

DATR makes use of default inheritance to express generalizations
about lexical items. The DATR notation uses path equations to express
information. The angled brackets denote paths. A path is a sequence,
possibly null, of attributes. For example, in the appendix the equation
N,O:conor gen sp = "stem sp" "o has a path on its left-hand side
whose attributes are represented by the sequence of prefixes mor, gen,
and sg, meaning `morphological genitive singular'. N,O is the node at
which this information is found.

In this paper we make use of the following equation types to
express hierarchical information relating to Russian declensions. They
appear in section 5, on the DATR implementation.

\begin{verbatim}
(1) a. Node1: <> = Node2
    b. Node1: <Path1> = Value1
    c. Node1: <Path1> = "<Path2>
    d. Node1: <Path1> = "<Path2>" Value1
    e. Node1: <Path1> = Node2: <Path2>
    f. Node1: <Path1> = Node2
    g. Node1: <Path1> = Node2: "<Path2>
\end{verbatim}

In (1a) the path at Node1 is empty (i.e., there are no attributes
specified), and this means that Node1 inherits all available values from
Node2, except those that are explicitly overridden at Node1. The second
type of equation shown in (1b), is for the assignment of a value to a
path; for instance, in the lexical entry for zatok there is an equation
<inf>,root = zatok. The quotes round Path2 in (1c) mean that this path
is globally inherited. This means that the value for the path is
determined at the original query node, and is not found at Node1. For
instance, in our DATR representation the value for nom sg at the node
N,I is the stem (N,I: <nor nom sg = "stem sg"), which is evaluated at
the lexical entry. In (1d) we have an example of a DATR sequence,

which can consist of an arbitrary number of DATR descriptors. In this
case, the sequence is the concatenation of the value for Path2 at the
original query node and the value Value1. This is used, for example, to
concatenate a stem, evaluated at the lexical entry, with an ending. It
can, of course, be used to concatenate other values. In (1e) we have an
equation which states that the value of Path1 at Node1 can be found by
looking for the value of Path2 at Node2. The equation in (1f) is similar to
(1e) in that it states that the value for a path, namely Path1 at Node1, can
be found by looking at Node2. In (1g) the path need not be stated, as it
has the same attributes and ordering as Path1 at Node1. In other words,
(1f) is entirely equivalent to the equation Node1: <Path1> = Node2:
<Path2> - . Equation types (1e) and (1f) can be used for multiple
inheritance: a particular path at one node inherits via a particular path
at another node. Finally, we have an example of an evaluative path in
(1g). This allows us to determine the value of Path1 at Node1 by
evaluating a particular path at Node2.

In the next section we account for the data. In section 5, we discuss
the DATR representation of our account.

4. Exploring the Data

In our hierarchy the gen pl is specified in three places: at nodes N, I (-
vw), N, II (stem) and MGP (morphological gen pl) (-fe). N, IV inherits its
gen pl from N, II. This is illustrated in Figure 3, where the dashed lines
indicate multiple inheritance.

![Diagram showing the inheritance of gen pl](attachment:image.png)

Figure 3
In the following sections we show how other parts of the system, such as stress, can help to establish which grouping takes precedence in determining the exponent.

4.1. Declension Classes II and IV

It is interesting that the counter-examples to Jakobson's observations on the gen pl cited above are nouns whose stem ends in a soft consonant. As is well known, Russian has a phonological opposition between palatalized (soft) and non-palatalized (hard) consonants. That is, we can find minimal pairs which are opposed solely on the basis of whether or not a consonant is soft. Noun stems can end in either a hard or soft consonant. There are also stems which end in functionally soft consonants, i.e., consonants which are not palatalized, but act as if they were /s/ and /ž/. It is only when we get to the gen pl ending that the distinction between soft and hard consonants affects the paradigm, in that the gen pl ending depends in part on the hardness of the stem.

This fact is captured by the way Corbett and Fraser (1993) deal with the gen pl for class III nouns. In short, they say that all nouns whose stem ends in a soft consonant will, by default, take the gen pl ending -ej. Because this is a generalization over Russian nouns as a whole, this information, in their representation, is stored at node NOUN, where the value for noun pl and loc sg are also found. Since class III is made up exclusively of soft- and functionally soft-stem nouns, the value for the gen pl need not be mentioned at Noun. By default this information will be inherited from NOUN. This analysis accounts for soft-stem class I nouns such as žitel' 'inhabitant', whose gen pl is žitel'-ej. More significantly, it seems to account for our counter-examples in classes II and IV, since they have a soft stem and indeed take the gen pl ending -ej. So the correct ending is generated: the gen pl of the class II noun dol'-o is dol'-ej and of class IV mör'-o is mör'-ej.

However, this generalization does not always apply for classes II and IV, since the overwhelming majority of soft-stem nouns for these classes do not take the soft gen pl -ej ending. Thus, for class II we have in the gen pl not only soft-stem examples such as dol'-ej, but also such as mör'-ej. We will introduce a framework to deal with nouns like mör'-ej.

The pattern for soft-stem nouns of classes II and IV is shown in Table 5.

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>II</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom Sg</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen Pl</td>
<td>-/+</td>
<td>-/+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The problem of dol'-ej vs. mör'-ø has not been overlooked in the literature. It has been observed that stress placement determines the gen pl ending of class II soft-stem nouns: if in the gen pl stress is on the stem, then the ending (exponent) is the one expected for the paradigm, i.e., just the stem itself; if it is on the ending, then we get -ej. This observation is explicit in Stankiewicz (1968: 49), and implicit in Popova (1987: 21). It is explicit in Zaliznjak's (1977: 49) dictionary that he marks forms which have the overt soft ending and stem stress as "irregular." From our examples dol'-ej would represent a noun with stress on the ending.

Thus, the soft gen pl for class II nouns is determined by stress: if the stress is on the stem, then the value is the same as that for the gen pl of hard-stem nouns; if it is on the ending, then the value is that specified for soft-stem nouns in general. This will give the correct forms of nedel'-ø and dol'-ej. In fact, by default, stress is on the stem and immobile. This is a generalization for Russian nominalists since, in Russian, stress is on the stem throughout the paradigm (cf. Iola and Mustajoki 1989: 49, where 91.6% of nouns follow this pattern). The default value for stress therefore means that we would predict more

Footnote: One of the assumptions made here is that stress is assigned by the morphological component. For our purposes, the morphology accesses stress patterns of only four basic types. These are the four alternants you get if stress is on the ending or stem in each number. In our implementation there are also sub-patterns where the stress may appear on the stem in the acc sg or nom pl. These sub-patterns may only occur where stress would appear on the ending in the singular or plural. Thus, those patterns where stress would be on the ending in only one number can have only one sub-pattern. In the one pattern where it would have on the ending in both numbers, there are three possible sub-patterns (stress on the stem in the nom pl, stress on the stem in the nom pl and acc sg, and stress on the stem in the acc sg). However, only two sub-patterns are to be found in this instance: stress never occurs on the acc sg alone in the pattern where stress would fall on the ending in all other cases. These sub-patterns, we contend, are of no interest for the conflict-mediating role of the stress system, and it is significant that each pattern only permit deviation in the nom pl and acc sg, leaving the morphological stress system open to mediate in determining the exponent for classes II and IV. Our approach basically follows that of Zaliznjak (1977: 31), in that stress patterns are classified according to the position of stress (stem or ending) in each number.
Where a noun whose stem ends in a soft consonant is to be assigned the declension class ending (i.e., a zero ending, or the stem itself).

The literature does not appear to deal explicitly with the problem posed by soft class IV gen. pl. *naś-uj* vs. *ill Bê-O.* However, there appears to be a relationship between class II and class IV nouns. For class IV, as with class II, it is stress that determines the gen. pl. exponent: if stress is on the stem, then the exponent is the same as for hard-stem nouns; if stress falls on the ending, the oblique cases, the ending that of soft-stem nouns in general. This means that class IV nouns select the same gen. pl. exponent as class II nouns, regardless of the hardness of the stem.

The reason why this conflict of assignment should arise in class II and IV nouns alone is that the exponent of the gen. pl. for these paradigms is the stem itself. A noun in a soft stem cannot therefore be ruled out from co-occurring with the gen. pl. exponent for the paradigm, as there can be no morphological restrictions on nothing. This contrasts with declension classes I and III. In class III, all nouns have soft or functionally soft stems and will therefore always take the default soft ending *-e∗. In class I, the gen. pl. ending *-e* is reserved for nouns with a hard stem, and nouns whose stem ends in a soft consonant in this class will therefore have to take the default ending *-e∗.

It should be noted that class II nouns whose stem ends in the soft consonant *jot* behave as hard-stem nouns. For example, the gen. pl. of *stal-jā ‘article’ is *stal-sj-O*, where the vowel proceeding the jot is inserted for syllification. Reformataki (1975: 85) points out that nouns with a stem which ends in jot will pattern with nouns with a hard stem. This is achieved in our analysis by switching the morphological hardness of jot and giving it the value ‘hard’. Any declension II or IV nouns that have a stem ending in jot which is not the result of suffixation will take the standard paradigm ending. In other words, the conflict here is avoided by switching the morphological hardness of the stem. This is an option which is open for jot but is not paired. In other words, there is no phoneme for which it is opposed solely on the basis of morphological hardness.

Given our view of Russian nominal inflection in terms of an inheritance hierarchy, it would seem that the stress system is used as a name of resolving the conflict of group membership that arises with some nouns in classes II and IV. The use of this system is a property of nouns that these two classes alone share, and is further justification for the multiple inheritance approach to gen. pl. assignment in class IV nouns, since these nouns resolve this conflict in the same way as class II nouns.

The paradigmatic role of stress has been mentioned elsewhere (Jakobson 1971b: 151), and it has also been dealt with in terms of the markedness of the genitive and plural (Shapiro 1969). Although the regularity of the relationship is either explicit or implicit in other works, as mentioned earlier, this mediating role has nowhere been articulated or formally analyzed.

### 4.2. Class I and IV Nouns with a Jot Suffix in the Plural

In the plural *kol-e*, when it means ‘mechanical joint’, has its stem augmented by the palatal glide (*jot*). As exceptions to his rule, Jakobson (1971b: 150) recognizes nouns of this type as having “a special stem suffix” and makes the observation that “the collective suffix *-j* is ordinarily followed in gen. pl. by the desinence *-e∗.” Although jot is phonologically soft, in the example *kolen-e* it behaves morphologically as though it were hard. Jot also acts morphologically hard in class I nouns such as *brat ‘brother’, whose stem is augmented by a jot in the plural. The gen. pl. is not *brat*-e, as predicted for a soft-stem noun, but *brat*-j-o. Class I nouns such as *brat* are distinguished by selecting the nominative plural (nom pl) typical of class IV nouns, i.e., *brat*-j-a.

All this suggests that when a jot is introduced into the stem in the plural, this signals that the genitive will inherit from class I and the nominative will inherit from class IV. This can be viewed as an instance of multiple inheritance (see (1e) and (1f) in section 3.2 for multiple inheritance in DATR). The entry for *brat* would have the same amount of information as that for *kol-e*.

### 5. DATR Representation of the Analysis

In this section we present a formal account in DATR of the analysis in section 4. The DATR fragment is given in full in the appendix. For an explanation of the DATR syntax, refer to section 3.2. Note that rules are not part of the DATR syntax, but are used to represent material that has been omitted from the full version.
5.1. The Oblique Cases in the Plural

In the plural the dative, instrumental, and locative cases take the same form for all declension classes. In (2) the oblique case plural forms, except the genitive, are generalized for all the declension classes of nouns and adjectives. They are analyzed as consisting of the plural stem plus the vowel characteristic of the word class (theme vowel), plus the ending. We see in (3a) that the value for "mor theme vowel" is a for nouns, and is found at the NOUN node.

(2) NOMINAL:
<mor dat pl>  =  <stem pb>  "mor theme vowel"  _pi
<mor insl pl> =  <stem pb>  "mor theme vowel" _pi1
<mor loc pl>  =  <stem pb>  "mor theme vowel"  _x

(3) NOUN:
<>  =  NOMINAL
 a. <mor theme vowel> = _a
...

5.2. The Gen Pl of Classes I, II, and IV (Hard)

In the plural the genitive case is assigned paradigmatically for hard-stem nouns. Classes II and IV share the gen pl exponent which is the stem itself (see Figure 3). Equation (4a) represents the fact that for hard-stem nouns with no suffix the class I gen pl is the plural stem plus _ov. The value for the plural stem is found in the lexical entry. This is an example of global inheritance (see (3c) in section 3.2). And in (5a) the gen pl for hard-stem class II nouns is the bare plural stem. Finally, in (6a) class IV nouns inherit the gen pl from class II. This is an example of multiple inheritance (see (11) in section 3.2).

(4) N_I:
<>  =  N_O
 a. <hard none>  =  "stem pb"  _ov
...

(5) N_II:
<>  =  NOUN
 a. <hard>  =  "stem pb"
...

5.3. The Gen Pl of Soft-Stem Nouns

The gen pl for stems ending in a soft consonant is _ej. This is how we capture the fact that there is a co-occurrence restriction between the stem and the ending, so that soft-stem class I nouns such as Zitel "inhabitant" do not select the gen pl ending typical for class I nouns, but rather a default gen pl ending for soft-stem nouns. Thus, the gen pl is Zitel _ej and not Zitel _ar (see section 4.1 above).

In (7a) at the node NOUN the path for the hard gen pl inherits from a node MGP ("morphological gen pl") using an evaluative path (see (1g) in section 3.2 for evaluative paths), and so does the soft gen pl (7b). The path that the gen pl inherits from at MGP is defined as whatever the morphological hardesness of the stem is plus whatever the plural suffix is. Morphological hardness is distinguished from phonological hardness for the instances where the two do not correlate (see section 3.7 below). Thus, information about the suffix and morphological hardness is required in evaluating the gen pl. We can see that in (8a) if the stem is not specified for morphological hardness, the gen pl inherits the paradigmatic gen pl ending. However, if the stem is specified as soft in (8b), then the value for the gen pl ending is _ej. This is the default value for the gen pl of nouns whose stem ends in a morphologically soft consonant. Finally, in our treatment (9a) ensures that all class III nouns are morphologically soft. The gen pl ending for this class will be the default for soft-stem nouns (i.e., _ej).

(6) N_IW:
<>  =  N_O
 a. <hard>  =  N_II
...

(7) NOUN:
<>  =  NOMINAL
 a. <mor gen pl hard>  =  MGP  "<mor stem hardness>  "<suffix pb>"
b. <mor gen pl soft>  =  "<mor stem hardness>
...

(8) MGP:
 a. <>  =  "e"
b. <soft>  =  "<stem pb> _ej

(9) N_III:
<>  =  NOUN
 a. <mor stem hardness>  =  soft
5.4. The Gen Pl of Soft-Stem Class II Nouns

In section 4.1 we claimed that the stress system was used to mediate in the conflict of exponent assignment in nouns belonging to declension class II. In (10a) class II soft-stem nouns are evaluated at a node STEMSTRESS for stress assignment in the plural; in (11a) at that node nouns with stress on the stem inherit the gen pl schema from the hard gen pl of the declension class of the noun that is being queried (i.e., the paradigmatic gen pl). Equation (11b) states that if stress is on the ending then the gen pl is the default gen pl ending for soft-stem nouns, found at the MGF node. (12) shows how stress is generalized for nominals. At the node STRESS (not given here) the default is that stress is on the stem and is fixed. When this stress default is overridden, the stress pattern is specified in the lexical entry that overrides the default.

$$\text{(10) $N_{II}$:}$$

$$\text{NOUN}$$  
$$\text{<default gender> = feminine}$$  
$$\text{<mor nom sg> = <stem sg> - o}$$  
$$\text{<mor acc sg> = <stem sg> - u}$$  
$$\text{<mor gen sg> = <stem sg> - j}$$  
$$\text{<mor inst sg> = <stem sg> - e}$$  
$$\text{<chords> = <stem pl> - o}$$  
$$a. \text{<mor gen pl soft> = STEMSTRESS:<<stress pl>}>.$$  

$$\text{(11) STEMSTRESS:}$$

$$\text{<stem> = <chords> - j}$$  
$$\text{<ending> = MGF:<soft>.}$$

$$\text{(12) NOMINAL:}$$

$$\text{<stem> = STRESS}$$

The lexical entries for the soft-stem class II nouns döl' -a and nedöl' -a are given in (13) and (14). They differ in terms of plural stress, and this affects the assignment of the gen pl: stem-stressed nedöl' -ō (gen pl) receives the same exponent as for hard-stem class II nouns (the bare stem); end-stressed döl' -i (gen pl) receives the default gen pl ending for soft-stem nouns (<j>). Example (13) shows the class II noun nedöl' -a; (13a) states that the final consonant of the root is a soft i and

$$\text{that it is phonologically soft.}^3 \text{ Stress need not be mentioned in the entry, as stress for Russian nouns falls by default on the stem.}$$

$$\text{However, in (14a) we have the class II noun döl' -a specified for pattern } e. \text{ In this pattern, stress falls on the ending in the oblique cases of the plural.}$$

$$\text{nedöl}:$$

$$\text{<gloss> = week}$$

$$\text{<inf root> = nedöl'}$$

$$\text{a. <inf root final> = i}$$

$$\text{b. <phon stem harshness> = soft}$$

$$\text{<stem animacy> = inanimate.}$$

$$\text{(15) DO:}$$

$$\text{<gloss> = portion}$$

$$\text{<inf root> = döl'}$$

$$\text{a. <inf root final> = i}$$

$$\text{b. <stress> = Stress_3i}$$

$$\text{<phon stem harshness> = soft}$$

$$\text{<stem animacy> = inanimate.}$$

In (15) and (16) we have all the case forms for nedöl' -a and döl' -a, which can be derived as theorems, given our analysis of Russian declensions and the DATR rules of inference. Lines (15a) and (16a) show the correct gen pl forms for nedöl' -a and döl' -a, respectively.

---

3 Note the redundancy in the lexical entry as it now stands. The information <inf root final = i> could ultimately be extracted from information about the root, and this in turn would mean that we would not need to specify the phonological hardness of the final segment. It is not our purpose here to go deeply into modeling the phonology of Russian.

4 For an account which demonstrates maximal use of DATR to encode phonological information, see Gibson (1992).

5 This pattern translates directly to Zaliznjak's (1977: 31) pattern c. However, we use this notation as we consider this to be a subtype of pattern e (our pattern 3). This is because stress can alter only in a highly constrained way: in the noun pl and acc sing only. Stress can be represented hierarchically, and 3i (Zaliznjak's pattern e) inherits from 3 (Zaliznjak's pattern c).
5.5. The Gen Pl of Class IV Hard and Soft Nouns with No Suffix

In section 4.1 we made the claim that class II and class IV soft-stem nouns are evaluated in the same way. In (17a) hard-stem nouns of class IV inherit from class II for the gen pl ending. In (17b) all class IV soft-stem nouns inherit from class II. This means that lexical entries that have a soft stem and end stress in the plural will be evaluated at STEMSTRESS via N II and receive the default soft gen pl ending -ij (see section 5.4 above).
morphologically hard-stem class IV nouns with the jōt suffix in the plural inherit the gen pl ending from class I.

(19) RULE:
   => Nominal
   a. <mor nom pl> => <mor nom pl "suffix pl">;
   b. <mor nom pl none> => "stem pl";
   c. <mor gen pl hard> => MCP:"stem hardeness" "suffix pl">

(20) N:1:
   => N:O
   <default gender> => masc
   a. <mor nom pl> => N:IV
      <stem sg> => "stem sg";
      <hard none> => "stem po" _ev
   b. <hard> => <hard none>.

(21) N:IV:
   => N:O
   <default gender> => neuter
   a. <mor nom pl> => <stem pl> _O
   b. <hard> => N:J
      <stem sg> => "stem sg" _O
      <hard> => N:J
      <mor gen pl soft> => N:J.

Examples (22) and (23) show the lexical entries <brat> 'brother' and <kalēn> "knee-joint". Equation (22a) states that <brat> takes the jōt suffix in the plural. In (23a) <kalēn> (like <brat>) has the jōt suffix in the plural.

(22) Brat:
   => N:J
   <gloss> => brother
   <infl root> => brat
   <infl root final> => t
   a. <suffix pl> => j
      <stem animacy> => animate
      <stem sex> => male.

(23) Kalēn:
   => N:IV
   <gloss> => mechanical joint
   <infl root> => kalēn
   <infl root final> => n
   a. <suffix po> => j
      <stem animacy> => inanimate.

5.7. Phonological and Morphological Hardness

In (24a) phonological and morphological hardness are distinguished for nouns. In (24a) the phonological hardness is inherited from the node PHONHARD where it is assessed for - suffix. In (24b) the morphological hardness is inherited from the node MORPHARD, where it is assessed for phonological hardness, the plural suffix, and the non-final consonant. In (25) we have the node PHONHARD, where in (25a) the value for hardness is given as 'hard' if there is no suffix, and in (25b) 'soft' if the suffix is a jōt. Equation (25c) states that if there is no suffix in the plural, then the value for hardness will be the same as that for stems with no suffix in the singular (i.e., 'hard'). Example (26) shows the node MORPHARD. In (26a) stems which are phonologically soft receive the morphological value 'soft'. In (26b) phonologically soft stems with the suffix jōt receive the morphological value 'hard', and in (26c) phonologically soft stems with no suffix and root-final consonant jōt receive the morphological value 'hard'. This accounts for the fact that jōt, though phonologically soft, behaves morphologically hard when it appears as the stem-final consonant. Thus, for <sēt> we get gen pl <sēt> - jōt, rather than the expected gen pl for soft-stem nouns with end stress (i.e., <sēt>). In (26d) phonologically hard-stem nouns receive the morphological value 'hard'. Finally, (26e) and (26f) show that stems that are phonologically hard and have no suffix and whose root consonant is j or t select the morphological value 'soft'. These consonants are described as "functionally" soft. Thus, the gen pl of the class I noun <rōt> 'knife' is <rōt>-jōt, i.e., it selects the default gen pl ending for soft-stem nouns.

(24) N:
   => Nominal
   a. <phon stem hardness> => PHONHARD:"suffix";
   b. <mor stem hardness> => MORPHARD:"phon stem hardness";
      <suffix pl> => "infl root final">;
(25) PHONHARD:
   a. <none>  →  hard
   b. <φ>  →  soft
   c. <none pl>  →  "phon stem hardness none sg"

(26) MORPHHARD:
   a. <soft>  →  soft
   b. <soft>  →  hard
   c. <soft none>  →  hard
   d. <hard>  →  hard
   e. <hard none>  →  soft
   f. <hard none 2>  →  soft.

5.8. Noun Stems

In (27a) noun stems inherit from the node STEM where they are assessed for <suffix>, if any. In (28a) stems with no suffixes inherit the inflectional root of the lexical entry being queried. Equation (28b) states that stems with the jot suffix inherit the inflectional root plus jot, and (28c) indicates that stems with the suffix -in inherit the inflectional root plus -in.

(27) NOUN
    (⇒ NOMINAL
     a. <stem>  ⇒  STEM:<<suffix>>

(28) STEM:
    a. <none>  ⇒  "inf root":-
    b. <φ>  ⇒  "inf root":-j
    c. <in>  ⇒  "inf root":-in.

6. Conclusion

The gen pl ending in Russian distinguishes declension class only to a limited extent: a positive ending in the nom sg corresponds to no ending in the gen pl, and vice versa (Jakobson 1984: 120). For the gen pl the positive ending surfaces as -on if the noun has a hard stem and -φ if the noun has a soft stem (Jakobson 1984: 121). However, this analysis goes only so far in explaining the data.

Plural stems in declension classes I and IV which have been augmented by the palatal glide (jot) go against Jakobson's generalization. We view the phonologically soft unpaired cconsonant jot as morphologically hard, which accounts for the fact that nouns of

APPENDIX

AUTHORS: Duncan Brown and Andrew Hopper

DATE: 6/10/93

VERSION: genpPl-r3.ditr

DESCRIPTION: A DATR fragment for genitive plural assignment in Russian

NOTE: Morphophonemic transcription and not in standard orthography.

#load 'stresses.ditr';  This loads a fragment containing a network of stress patterns (not given here).

The node PHONHARD: the hardness of the stem is assessed by accessing information about the suffix.
The node ACCFORM: this node deals with the accusative form of Russian nouns. A special node has to be set up because the accusative in Russian is dependent on the animacy of the noun.

ACCFORM:
<stnber inanimate> = <mor nom & number>
-spi animate = <mor gen pl>
-sg animate masc = <mor gen sg>
-sg animate fem = <sg inanimate>

The node GENDER: this node deals with syntactic gender and semantic sex.

GENDER:
<male> = masc
<female> = fem
<undifferentiated> = <default gender>

NOMINAL:
< := STRESS
<suffix> = none
<sufficient sg> = <suffix>
<sufficient pl> = <suffix sg>
<nom acc number> = ACCFORM:<stnumber :<syn animacy>
<syn gender>
<mor dat pl> = <stem pl> <mor theme_vowels> m
<mor int pl> = <stem pl> <mor theme_vowels> ml
<mor loc pl> = <stem pl> <mor theme_vowels> x

NOUN:
< := NOMINAL
<stem> = STEM:<suffix>
<phnom stem hardness> = PHONHARD:<suffix>
<mor stem hardness> = MORPHARD:<stnom stem hardness>
<<affix pl> = <stem sg>
<mor nom pl> = <mor nom pl <stnom pl>>
<mor nom pl none> = <stem pl>
<mor gen pl> = <mor gen pl <stnom stem hardness>
<mor gen pl hard> = MGR:<mor stem hardness> <affix pl>
<mor gen pl soft> = <mor gen pl hard>
<mor theme_vowels> = a
<syn cat> = n
<syn animacy> = <stem animacy>
<syn gender> = GENDER:<syn sex>
<stem sex> = <default gender>

N.O.
< := NOUN
<mor gen sg> = <stem sg> a
<mor dat sg> = <stem sg> u
<mor int sg> = <stem sg> om
\( \Rightarrow \equiv \text{N}_O \)
\(<\text{default gender}>\equiv \text{mas}\cfrac{c}{c}
\<\text{nom nom pl}>\equiv \text{N}_{IV}
\<\text{nom nom sg}>\equiv \text{stem sg}^*_{-o}
\<\text{hard none}>\equiv \text{stem pl}^*_{-ov}
\<\text{hard}>\equiv \text{hard none}.

N_{III}:
\( \Rightarrow \equiv \text{NOUN} \)
\(<\text{default gender}>\equiv \text{fem} \cfrac{c}{c}
\<\text{nom nom sg}>\equiv \text{stem sg}^*_{-a}
\<\text{nom acc sg}>\equiv \text{stem sg}^*_{-u}
\<\text{nom gen sg}>\equiv \text{stem sg}^*_{-i} \cfrac{c}{c}
\<\text{nom dat sg}>\equiv \text{stem sg}^*_{-o}
\<\text{nom instr sg}>\equiv \text{stem sg}^*_{-ej} \cfrac{c}{c}
\<\text{stem pl}>\equiv \text{stem pl}^* \cfrac{c}{c}
\<\text{nom gen pl soft}>\equiv \text{stem pl}^* \cfrac{c}{c}
\<\text{stem pl}>\equiv \text{SPESTRESS}<\text{stress pl}>_{-}.

N_{II}:
\( \Rightarrow \equiv \text{NOUN} \)
\(<\text{default gender}>\equiv \text{fem} \cfrac{c}{c}
\<\text{nom stem hardness}>\equiv \text{soft} \cfrac{c}{c}
\<\text{nom nom sg}>\equiv \text{N}_J \cfrac{c}{c}
\<\text{nom gen sg}>\equiv \text{N}_{II} \cfrac{c}{c}
\<\text{nom dat sg}>\equiv \text{stem sg}^*_{-i} \cfrac{c}{c}
\<\text{nom instr sg}>\equiv \text{stem sg}^*_{-j} \cfrac{c}{c}
\<\text{nom loc sg}>\equiv \text{stem sg}^*_{-j} \cfrac{c}{c}
\<\text{stem pl}>\equiv \text{stem pl}^* \cfrac{c}{c}
\<\text{nom gen pl soft}>\equiv \text{N}_{II} \cfrac{c}{c}
\<\text{example lexical entries}>

\% The labels given to nodes correspond to morphophonemic transcription.
\% Here, C' is written with a following acute mark to indicate that it is soft.
\% Although the symbol \( \cdots \) is given redundant marking for clarity of
\% exposition. The symbol \( \cdots \) also corresponds to orthographic \( \Rightarrow \equiv \) when the
\% ending is unlinked.
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When we study the declensional patterns in the *Altirkirchenslavische Grammatik* of my teacher at the University of Vienna, Nikolaus Gupevič Trubetzkoy (1954: 118-14)—whose phonological scheme for the original first literary language of the Slavs (*Urkirchenslawisch*) is by and large followed in this essay, though not in every detail—we are immediately struck by a very un-Indo-European fact: the opposing series of back versus front vowels according to the nature (non-palatal vs. palatal) of the final consonant of the stem. As far as is known, IE elecional endings do not seem to have shifted from back to front along the same level of tongue elevation, in accordance with the hard or neutral, or perhaps labiovelarized as against palatalized or palatal, pronunciation of the stem-final consonant. The last two should be distinguished, of course, in that palatalization involves a single articulation in the medio-palatal area of the roof of the mouth, whereas palatalization is a double movement, whereby a labial, dental (alveolar), or velar articulation is accompanied by a raising of the center of the tongue, resulting in additional higher frequencies (Lunt 1955: 619; Keating and Lahiri 1993: 73-4). Trubetzkoy’s different stem endings refer to palatal (hocheigentönig), not merely palatalized consonants.

Not even Lithuanian, closely related to Slavic, exhibits two sets of endings, although it now does have phonologically softened